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Abstract
The reported landslide situated at Lat. 26° 6'44.80"N and Long. 94°45'24.30"E on Tuensang Chessore- Shamatore occurred on 11th of May 2018 and was reported in local media “The North
East Today” on 12th May 2018. The landslide with an estimated dimension of 65m length x 25m
width x 3m depth is responsible for loss of communication between

Chessore- Shamatore and

Chessore-Tuensang, as per media reports. Post-disaster preliminary study was carried out on 21st
May 2018. Heavy rainfall continuing for about 6 hours on 10th May 2018 was reported by the
locals. The reported heavy rainfall is presumed to have led to saturation of thick pile of weathered
rock and debris and available clay fraction resulting in a reduction of shear strength and cohesion.
Moreover the presence of steep hill slope with highly permeable weathered rock and
anthropogenic interference in the modification of the slope for road cutting also induced the
landslide.
Background Information
As a follow-up to the media reports, field visit comprising two officers from GSI, SU: MN,
Dimapur was made on 21-05-18 for assessing the ground situation and collection of detailed
attributes of the landslide (42-point). The area is approachable through Tuensang- Chessore–
Shamatore road. As per verbal report of the local people this land slide started at least four years
before, whereas latest Google Earth imagery available for this landslide is 2017. It again
reactivated in May 2018. Landslide has been reactivated along the same successive plane and it is
an enlarging kind of landslide.
Physiography & Drainage
The topography is youthful one represented by (1) high ridges rising to a height of 2702 m above
MSL, (2) steep gradient streams and water courses actively eroding the rock carving deep gorges
(3) 'V', shaped valleys. The main tributaries and nalas join the Langnyu River at right angles. The

Langayu River flowing in SW direction joins the Zuneki River. The ridge running in NE-SW
direction (Sangpur-Yakko ridge) forms the major water divide. The highly resistant sandstone
forms high ridges, while the less resistant shale, clay stone, phyllite and slates occupy the low
heights and at places form flat topped hills. The ridges are mostly strike ridges trending in NE-SW
direction. The Langnyu River flows along the strike of the beds in the south eastern part of the
area. The overall drainage pattern is also partly structurally controlled. Thus the present day
topography is a reflection of lithology and structure. The drainage patterns of the area are subdendritic to sub-parallel type and are mainly controlled by regional joints and fault system.
Site Geology
The slope forming material at the landslide zone comprises a variably thick (2-2.5m) overburden
material. However, bedrock comprises highly weathered, jointed, sheared and fragmented shale
and sandstone of Upper Disang Formation. The general trend of bedding is NNE-SSW with
moderate to low dip towards east or west. The rocks have undergone three phase of deformation.
Three sets of joints have been observed very adjacent to landslide site. The strike as well as joint
plans are proportionately rotated as we moved from landslide site towards east.
Slide Morphometry& Material
The frequent heavy rainfall occurrences and without making road drain channel has induced to
increase the pore pressure within the lithic arenite material of shale and sandstone of Upper
Disang Formation exposed at Tuensang- Chessore -Shamatore road. The slide failure is shallow
planer type, measures an approx. 65m length and 25 m width and 3 m in depth of slide has
investigated. A few prominent minor local scarps of variable length occurring within the body of
the landslide have also been delineated. These minor scarps are indicative of secondary or later
stage movements that have occurred subsequent to or in isolation to the large scale failure of the
landslide which may describe as a secondary or subsidiary scarp.
Structural data for Kinematic analysis
The strike of the beds is N-S dipping easterly with some local variations. ii) Joints: Three
prominent sets of joints are observed the area.1) J1-150°/60°→240°, 2) J2-220°/46°→310°, 3) J330°/sub vertical. iii) Faults: Two prominent strike faults are located along the Disang-Barail
contact, NW of Shamatore town. This thrust contact could be traced up to Tsohymungnala, (W of
Panso). It is offset hereby a NW-SE trending fault. Further continuation of this thrust plane was
identified in the area and lies SE of Shamatore.

Stereographic Projections of Structural data

Geotechnical Characterization of the Rock mass and slide material
Description of rock type: The rock debris material mainly constitutes by the lithic arenite
material belonged to the Upper Disang. The overall material has physically appeared as a grey in
colour with moderate amount of sticky clay content, highly weathered, and thinly bedded khakigrey shale with intercalated sandstone bands. Field-based geotechnical characterization of the

three disturbed and three undisturbed soil samples, weathering grade and type of material was
carried out for the corresponding rock outcrops are approximate representatives of that particular
adjacent exposure. Sampling of soil as well as rock from landslide part from different location has
collected and the samples are submitted to Geotechnical Lab, SR, Hyderabad.
Failure Mechanism of the Landslide
1. The visual estimation of the slide along the scarp has indicated 65 m* 25m width * 3 m depth
debris material belonged to Upper Disang. Based on the disposition of the slide debris as well
as the visually estimated overburden thickness, a planer slide along secondary developed
interface has been interpreted towards the up side of the landslide body. The failure mechanism
of this landslide, as it is mentioned that the rainfall is the triggering factor due to which the load
bearing capacity of the material has reduced and saturated increased cohesive strength and
decreased internal friction angle. Further, the surface slopes of the hill ridges are steep (400450) due to which the angle of repose has appears to be disturbed by the percolation of rain
water. As per the available structural data from site it is further evaluated that the rotation of
weak bedding plane along with F1 folding dipping easterly has subjected to the failure of
planes. Reductions of strength of bedrock along bedding plane due to saturation by frequent
rainfall are supposed to be the failure mechanism for this slide. Further, as per the projection of
structural data, it is evident that J2 & J3 joint planes have made wedge type of failure.
Section of landslide

Rain fall data of Kiphire District
The intensity, duration and frequency of rainfall over an area play a key role in estimating the
slope stability of that area. A better understanding of the role played by the magnitude and
intensity of rainfall in triggering landslides, cyclicity of rainfall, history of cloudbursts, etc., can be
arrived at by analyzing the annual rainfall data of an area for at least the past 30-40 years. Further,
study of the antecedent rainfall prior to the initiation of a particular landslide in an area is
important for determining the threshold value off rainfall above which similar slope failures may
be initiated in the area. An attempt on these lines for the area under study could not be taken up on
account of insufficient rainfall data. Average annual rainfall for the area around Kiphire is around
1300 mm/year. Analysis of the data available has shown that the rainfall period around Kiphire
may start as early as April and continue till October with maximum precipitation usually received
in the month of July.
Note :(1) The District Rainfall in mm (R/F) shown below are the arithmatic averages of Rainfall
of Stations under the District
(2) Blank Spaces show non-availability of Data
YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

R/F
0.0
3.7
10.6
0.0

R/F
3.0
29.0
2.8
0.0

R/F
15.3
15.0
1.8
87.0

R/F
30.4
38.0
69.2
60.2
119.8

R/F
11.0
46.5
47.0
43.2

R/F
88.9
43.0
77.6
152.2
215.0

R/F
223.0
89.3
145.2
164.8

R/F
108.4
112.2

R/F
100.1
100.8
101.0
157.0

R/F
54.2
45.8
44.5

R/F
0.0
0.0
12.4
49.0

R/F
1.0
0.0
3.7

134.0

Source: India Meteorological Department, Ministry of Earth Sciences
Causative Factors of the Landslide
Based on the limited historical sources, detailed field study and analysis of the collected data, it
has been interpreted that the landslide had occurred due to a combination of factors which are
summarised below:
2. Inherent poor rock mass (profusely jointed, thinly bedded shale & sandstone) with vulnerable
joint planes and bedding planes.
3. Unguided downslope flow of surface runoff from the road bench
4. Sub-surface flow of water at the upslope, as indicated by the seepage point identified at very
adjacent to landslide portion.
5. High annual rainfall in the area (approx. 1300mm/yr).
6. Due to high hill ridges with exact angle of repose, the weak bedding plane along with F1
folding, development of joint plane along bedding, proportionately rotation of S0 bedding plane
along with F1 folding, sticky clay fractions and moderate insitu soil cover, many slide failures
has developed in this area even subjected to the minimum amount of rainfall.

Field-based Stability Assessment
In addition to the above, a field-based perspective stability assessment was carried out to ascertain
the probable zones of future failure as well as identify the stable zones, keeping in mind the
apprehension regarding the stability of the Tuensang-Chessore- Shamatore road and in case of
further reactivation of slides.
1. The rock exposed adjacent to this slide comprises thinly bedded, highly jointed, shale with
sandstone and siltstone bands of Upper Disang and therefore, represents a weak rock mass.
2. Lack of a lined hillside drain to the road leading to percolation of surface runoff into the
weak rock mass.
3. Unguided down slope flow of surface runoff & surface runoff/sewage from the rock masses.
Considering the above prevalent conditions as well as the inherent rock mass properties described
in the geotechnical characterization, it is apparent that slide of rock debris from the present slope
side can reactivate leading to damage of the existing road. However, continuous
observation/monitoring of the same especially towards upslope of the road for detection of any
signature of slope instability are advised. The stability of this slide will largely depend on the
successful control of any further seepage/percolation of surface water along the slope. In addition,
further activity towards the middle of the landslide body, particularly along the developed
secondary planes on the upslope of the rock debris cannot be ruled out during any
unprecedented/adverse hydrological conditions. Any such activity will evidently lead to sliding of
the debris which will in turn blockage and damage to the road.
Conclusion
As this area receives high annual rainfall and the slopes of ridges are high and nature of Upper
Disang rocks are very weak, lack of road-side drains can induce increased percolation of surface
run-off leading to development of pore pressure within the lithic arenite material of shale and
sandstone. Hence this area always experiences frequent landslide and subsidence as and when
subjected to the moderate to heavy rainfall. The strike of the beds in the area is N-S dipping
easterly with some local variations. ii) Joints: Three prominent sets of joints are observed the
area.1) J1-150°/60°→240°, 2) J2-220°/46°→310°, 3) J3-30°/sub vertical. Therefore, the landslide
incidences observed in the area may be structurally controlled.
Recommended remedial measures
1. Construction of retaining wall by available local hard material.
2. Proper drainage canal for the seepages and rain water along the road is strongly
recommended.
3. Road lined drain may be provided
4. Immediate removal of debris material

5. Caution sign board may be installed nearby to landslide
Photographs

Photo-1: Landslide on Shamatore-Y. AnnerChessore Road

Photo-2: Road blockage due to landslide on
Shamatore-Y. Anner- Chessore
Road

Photo-3: Rock fragments of variable size

Photo-4: Rock debris.

Photo-5: Joint Planes in the undisturbed country
rock adjacent to landslide.

Photo-6: Splintery Shale with Sandstone of
Upper Disang Formation.

Photo-7: Loose debris around 200 m east of landslide.
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Description
Nagaland/Tuensang/83J16/2018/001
Nagaland
Tuensang
No.
Chessore landslide
Near Chesore/Y. Anner Village.
26.11
94.76
65m
25m
52m
1625m 2
3m
4875 m3
35m
Rock
Slide
Rapid
Reactivated
Enlarging
Successive
Shallow translational failure
Initiation: 2015
Reactivation1
11.05.2018
Moderately dissected slope.
Shale with minor sandstone which is jointed and
moderately weathered.
S0║J3-0°/45°→90°, J1-150°/60°→240°, J2220°/46°→310°, J4-30°/sub-vertical
Moderate vegetation.
Wet
Rainfall.
0
0
0
ShamatoreChessore road was blocked.
0
Forest
Highly jointed rock supersaturated after heavy rainfall.
Steep slope35°-45° ( Details are stated in the report)
Details are stated in the report.
-

Category II.

